In standard models of molecular evolution, DNA sequences evolve through asynchronous sub-15 stitutions according to Poisson processes with a constant rate (called the molecular clock) or a 16 time-varying rate (relaxed clock). However, DNA sequences can also undergo episodes of fast di-17 vergence that will appear as synchronous substitutions affecting several sites simultaneously at the 18 macroevolutionary time scale. Here, we develop a model combining basal, clock-like molecular evo- 19 lution with episodes of fast divergence called spikes arising at speciation events. Given a multiple 20 sequence alignment and its time-calibrated species phylogeny, our model is able to detect speciation 21 events (including hidden ones) co-occurring with spike events and to estimate the probability and 22 amplitude of these spikes on the phylogeny. We identify the conditions under which spikes can be 23 distinguished from the natural variance of the clock-like component of molecular evolution and from 24 temporal variations of the clock. We apply the method to genes underlying snake venom proteins 25 and identify several spikes at gene-specific locations in the phylogeny. This work should pave the 26 way for analyses relying on whole genomes to inform on modes of species diversification. 27 1 Keywords 28 punctuated equilibrium theory; relaxed molecular clock; speciation genomics; diversification; 29 ecological speciation; gene flow; hybridization. 30 1 INTRODUCTION 31 Phenotypic variation among organisms is the result of millions of years of genetic evolution (Ho and 32
of phyletic gradualism supposes that traits evolve in a more continuous manner through small effect 48 mutations arising throughout the lifetime of a species (anagenetic changes). This view, inherited 49 from Darwin's work, postulates that populations gradually differentiate morphologically until they are 50 recognized as separate species (Mayr, 1982) . 51 While gradualism has been the dominant idea in the very beginning of continuous trait evolution 52 modeling (Felsenstein, 1973; Hansen, 1997; Butler and King, 2004) , punctualism has recently been 53 Box 1: Evolutionary events causing spikes.
Ecological speciation with gene flow
Distinct populations of the same species are under strong divergent selection when they are specializing to a distinct habitat, to a distinct resource use, or to a different conspecific recognition mechanism, possibly leading to so-called ecological speciation (Rundle and Nosil, 2005;  Peichel and Marques, 2017).
Before the acquisition of de novo mutations, preexisting adaptive variation in quantitative trait loci (QTL) under strong divergent selection can be sorted out through the action of gene flow and selection (Fig. 1a ). This mechanism of storing the right alleles in the right habitat requires intermediate levels of gene flow with respect to selection: large enough to perturb local allele frequencies and low enough to avoid homogenization of allele frequencies despite selection acting locally in opposite directions. 96 Additionally, reduced effective migration close to QTL of larger effect, due to reduced hybrid fitness, will allow close loci of smaller effect to diverge also (divergence hitch-hiking, see Feder and Nosil, 2010). Next, selection can favor factors suppressing recombination between physically distant loci carrying divergently selected alleles. More specifically, QTL can be moved into close genetic linkage through translocations (Yeaman, 2013) and inversions can capture several QTL (Navarro and Barton, 2003; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006) (Fig. 1a ). In both cases, recombination will be reduced or suppressed in these regions, known as genomic islands of speciation, promoting the spread of de novo mutations within them.
This rapid formation of highly differentiated genomic islands during ecological speciation (Wolf and Ellegren, 2017) results in an apparent jump of molecular changes localized in the islands (Fig. 1a) , i.e., a spike of substitutions. Moreover, genomic divergence will result in the accumulation of between-locus incompatibilities and thus promote hybrid sterility and inviability (Orr, 1997) . Therefore, the passive role of differentiation in reproductive isolation guarantees its persistence after speciation is completed.
Introgression from distant lineages
Long neglected, gene flow (hybridization, horizontal transfer) is now widely recognized between closely related species, and even between distantly related species (Mallet et al., 2016) .
Gene flow between populations or incipient species, tends to homogenize their allele frequencies, slowing down or preventing speciation. However hybridization between divergent lineages can instead facilitate rapid speciation of few or many (adaptive radiation) lineages (Marques et al., 2019). This process, called combinatorial mechanism of diversification, describes the re-assembly of old genetic variants, that have never before been combined together in one population, through adaptive introgression (Fig. 1b) . Evidence is accumulating that alleles contributing to reproductive isolation are often much older than actual speciation events, i.e., when populations started to develop reproductive isolation, particularly in cases of rapid speciation if no descendant of the donor lineage is sampled at present time (introgression from 'ghost' lineage), or if gene flow is not taken into account, the introgression event will result in an apparent sudden jump in the molecular evolution of the receiver lineage, i.e., a spike of substitutions. 98 Here we develop a model of molecular evolution with both gradual mutations and spikes at spe-99 ciation. In addition, we design a statistical inference protocol in order to infer the parameters of the 100 model and spiking events from molecular sequences associated to a known dated tree. We iden-101 tify conditions on the values of the model parameters under which spikes can be distinguished from 102 gradual mutations, both in the absence and in the presence of fluctuations of the clock. We evaluate Box 2: Model parameters. The model of molecular evolution with spikes has seven parameters. They govern the diversification process (λ, d, f ), basal molecular evolution (µ and a), the spiking events (ν) and substitutions at spikes (κ).
• Speciation rate (λ). Each species independently gives rise to a new species at rate λ.
• Extinction rate (d). Each species independently becomes extinct at rate d.
• Sampling probability (f ). Each species extant at present time is independently sampled with probability f .
• Molecular clock (µ). Each base independently undergoes a substitution at rate µ.
• Spike probability (ν). At a speciation event, each of the two daughter lineages undergoes a spike independently with probability ν.
• Substitution probability at a spike (κ). At a spike, each base in the DNA sequence has a probability κ to undergo a substitution.
• Transition and transversion probabilities (a and b). Any substitution, gradual or punctual, can be the unique possible transition with probability a or either of the two possible transversions with probability b = (1 − a)/2.
In the remainder of the paper, it will be convenient to reparameterize the model by setting α = aµ the rate of transitions and β = bµ the rate of each given transversion, so that 135 We call the phylogeny of present-day sampled species T (i.e., the reconstructed phylogeny, Fig.   136 2b). Some spikes can occur along the branches of this reconstructed phylogeny because of hidden 137 speciation events -a speciation event is hidden when it is not seen in the reconstructed phylogeny 138 because one of its two descending clades is extinct or unsampled at present time. 139 Let S denote the number of spikes on each branch of the reconstructed phylogeny T , including 140 the visible mother node of the branch. We now characterize the law of S for a fixed realization of T .
Distribution of spikes on a reconstructed tree

141
Time is oriented from the tips (present time t = 0) to the root of the tree (time T ). We call u(t) the probability that the descent of a species living at time t is not sampled at present. This probability is derived in Kendall (1948) ,
Along any branch of the reconstructed tree, spikes can arise due to hidden speciation events:
a spike on a surviving lineage, and extinction of the second lineage | survival of one lineage ) = 2λνu(t)dt .
We can thus simulate hidden spikes along a branch of T as a Poisson process with rate 2λνu(t).
On a branch originating at time t 0 and ending at time t 1 (with t 1 being closer to the tips than t 0 , t 1 < t 0 ), the number of spikes is Poisson distributed with parameter
.
(1)
The law of the total number S of spikes on each branch of T is thus the convolution of a Bernoulli 142 distribution with parameter ν (corresponding to the potential spike happening at the visible mother 143 node of the branch) and of a Poisson distribution with parameter ζ (corresponding to the spikes 144 occurring at hidden speciation events). 145 We now need to describe the second ingredient of our model, i.e., the evolution of molecular 146 sequences on a reconstructed spiked tree (T , S). 148 Conditional on (T , S), all N sites of the sequence evolve independently and identically in distribution.
Molecular evolution on a reconstructed spiked tree
We model basal molecular evolution using the K80 model (Kimura, 1980) unfolding along the tree.
This model is a Markov process with discrete state space {A, T, C, G} and rate matrix
where α = aµ and β = bµ. The matrix of transition probabilities between any two nucleotide states 149 separated by time t is denoted P (t) and given by P (t) = (P(X t = j|X t = i)) i,j = e tQ .
150
When a spike occurs, each base mutates with probability κ according to the same model of molecular evolution. More precisely, the matrix of the transition probabilities P S for a nucleotide state just before and just after the spike is defined by
Because P S and P (t) commute, the transition probability P (n, t) of nucleotide states at the extremities of a branch with length t and n spikes verifies P (n, t) = P n S P (t).
This description of molecular evolution allows us to simulate the evolution of nucleotides along a fixed 151 reconstructed spike tree (T , S). It also allows us to compute the likelihood of sequences at the leaves, 152 conditional on (T , S), using a popular pruning algorithm (Felsenstein, 1981). Suppose we fixed the tree realization T , i.e., we know the tree topology and the times at which 159 branching events occur. We call A the alignment of all N nucleotides among our n extant species. 160 Furthermore, suppose parameters λ, d, ν, κ, α, β are not fixed anymore, but are instead drawn from 161 a prior. We fix the following independent uniform priors for these parameters, reflecting the a priori 162 knowledge of their range: (i) λ and d are distributed uniformly on (0, 5), (ii) ν, κ are distributed uniformly 163 on (0, 1), (iii) α, β are distributed uniformly on (0, 0.1).
164
The sampling fraction f is assumed to be known. We aim at sampling from the posterior distribu-
This type of question is classically resolved using a MCMC algorithm to sample the desired dis- (ii) the movement proposal, which provides the transitions between two steps of the chain. These are 169 described in Supplementary material (Section A). 170 We assess visually the convergence of the chain towards its stationary distribution and delete the 171 beginning of the chain (the so-called burn-in phase). We use the remainder as an estimate of the The fraction of substitutions associated with spike events (parameter κ) has to exceed a certain 183 threshold κ 0 to stay immune from false negatives. If we assume that the clock is relaxed, that is, varies 184 in each branch by a factor e which is drawn uniformly in [− , ], then the amplitude of heterotachy 185 has to remain below a certain threshold 0 to stay immune from false positives. 186 In Supplementary material (Section B) we propose a generic way of computing the threshold values κ 0 and 0 for any given parameter set. Namely, Equation (9) yields
where L is the branch length in the phylogeny where a spike occurs, µ is the molecular clock and N is the sequence length. As a rule of thumb, taking the standard value of µ = 10 −2 per My for the molecular clock, the typical value of κ 0 is
where L is measured in My. Conversely, to be able to detect spikes of amplitude 1%, the ratio L/N 187 must be smaller than 2.5 10 −3 , for example N = 1 kb and L = 2.5 My, or N = 400 bp and L = 1 My. 188 Similarly, Equation (10) in Supplementary material yields for any given κ,
Taking µ = 10 −2 , the typical value of 0 is
where L is measured in My. Conversely, to be able to detect spikes of amplitude 1% in spite of the 189 clock varying by a factor in a branch of length L, the product L must be smaller than 0.9, for example 190 = 0.3 and L = 3 My or = 0.1 and L = 9 My. 191 Instead of artificially letting the molecular clock vary by a fraction ± on each branch, the standard model-based approach of relaxed clock consists of assuming that the clock varies through time like a geometric Brownian motion with infinitesimal variance σ 2 . Calculations done in Supplementary material (Section B) yield the following criterion for distinguishing the effect of spikes from that of Brownian-like fluctuating clocks (Equation (12))
The theoretical predictions displayed in Equations (2) 209 Spike amplitude has to exceed some threshold for spike substitutions to be distinguished from clock-210 like substitutions. This threshold is expected to be larger if the clock itself varies among branches. 211 We tested the sensitivity of the method to a clock varying by a fraction in each branch (Material & 212 Methods). For small departures from a constant molecular clock ( ≤ 0.2) and specifically for high 213 substitution probability κ at spikes, spikes were correctly inferred ( Fig. 4a ) with very few false positives 214 ( Fig. 4b and c ). However, for a large departure from the molecular clock ( ≥ 0.3), not all simulated 215 spikes are detected and many false spikes are erroneously inferred ( Fig. 4c ). indicating that the chain does not often switch between equivalent spike configurations but sticks to 238 one optimal configuration throughout the search. 239 We found higher substitution rates at the third codon position (parameters α, β and κ) for SVSP 240 and R35. For CRISP, substitution rates were similar among the three codon positions (see Table 1 ). 241 4 DISCUSSION 242 4.1 Validity and range of application of the method 243 The model of molecular evolution presented here combines two processes: standard, gradual accu-244 mulation of substitutions and spikes occurring at speciation. It is characterized by: 245 • The basal rate of gradual molecular evolution µ, called molecular clock, 246 • The probability ν that a speciation event results in a spike on the sequence under scrutiny, 247 • The mean amplitude κ of spikes, which is the probability for each site to undergo a substitution 248 during a given spike.
Robustness to model misspecification
249
• Additionally, to test the robustness of the method in the face of model misspecification, we have 250 simulated the evolution of sequences under a model where the clock is relaxed, that is, varies 251 in each branch by a factor e which is drawn uniformly in [− , ].
252
We have proposed one possible inference method to check in which circumstances the signal coming 253 from spikes could be distinguished from the signal coming from gradual molecular evolution, when 254 the clock is strict and also when it is relaxed. 255 The results of the inference on simulated datasets show that the method is able to perfectly identify 256 spikes as soon as κ is above a certain thresholdκ 0 and is below a certain thresholdˆ 0 . Decreasing 257 κ below its threshold makes the effect of spikes indistinguishable from the inherent noise of the (even 258 strict) clock, which results in false negatives (true spikes not detected negative, no false positive) as soon as κ >κ 0 , for a clearcut thresholdκ 0 ≈ 0.05 when the clock is 264 strict ( = 0). The results also show that for κ of the order of 0.03 − 0.05, no false negative is expected 265 when is below the thresholdˆ 0 ≈ 0.25, that is 25% variation of the molecular clock in each branch. 266 The empirical valuesκ 0 andˆ 0 of thresholds are not informative per se since they depend on the tree and on the values of other parameters, including molecular clock and sequence length, but can be compared to the theoretical threshold values κ 0 and 0 predicted in Section 2.5, Equations (2) Additionally, a subsequent distinctive feature of the spike model is that it draws information not 310 only from the sequence alignment but also from the diversification process itself. Because spikes 311 occur at speciation, clades which are more speciose are expected to be more prone to spikes. 312 The two evolutionary processes putatively causing spikes can hypothetically be identified via two 327 Venom is a key adaptation for many snakes that facilitates the capture and the predigestion of prey. 328 While the majority of the well-known venomous snakes are part of the Viperidae and Elapidae families, While showing no spike for R35 (supplementary Fig. S1 ), suggesting a clock-like evolution of 351 this gene used in molecular reconstruction, our model of evolution with spikes highlights previously varying the values of another column. For example, we simulated 5 trees and associated alignments with lambda ranging from 0.9 to 1.3 and d, ν, α, β and κ fixed to the underlined values.
Evolution of snake venom proteins
Gene
CRISP 0.00048 0.00044 0.00047 0.00023 0.00021 0.00023 0.05026 0.03503 0.05042 SVSP 0.00039 0.00019 0.00043 0.00020 9.473e-05 0.00022 0.06512 0.05911 0.05309 R35 0.00029 0.00019 0.00074 6.529e-05 4.158e-05 0.00016 / / / Table 2 : Basal substitution rates per codon position (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , β 1 , β 2 and β 3 ) and substitution probability per codon position at a spike (κ 1 , κ 2 and κ 3 ). We did not report substitution probabilities at a spike for R35 because no spike was detected for this gene. which there are more substitutions than expected in order to tune an appropriate initial distribution g. 685 We call D w1,w2 the random variable counting the number of sites that are in a different state at two 686 extremities w 1 and w 2 of a branch. More precisely, we wish to compare 687 1. The expected number of differences on the branch, E(D w1,w2 ). 688 2. The expected number of differences conditional on present-day data, E(D w1,w2 | A).
689
The first quantity is derived analytically from the knowledge of the substitution model, while the 690 second one is numerically computed through two depth-first traversals of the tree, as outlined in 691 Friedman et al. (2002) . In a first postorder traversal, we compute the probability of nucleotide states 692 at the two ends of each branch, conditioned on the states of the tips subtended by that branch. 693 In a second preorder traversal, we compute the probability of nucleotide states at the two ends of 694 each branch, conditioned on the states of all the tips of the tree. Summing over the sequence the 695 probabilities that nucleotides are different at the two ends of a branch gives E(D w1,w2 | A). 696 We measure the difference between the two quantities, informing us on the departure from what we would expect in the absence of spike
When x is large, we want to place a spike with higher probability along the branch. We chose to place a spike on a branch with a probability l(x), where l is the logistic function l(x) := 1 1 + ce −x
We further chose c such that, as soon as x is large enough (e.g., we took x > 1.96, but any value of the same magnitude could be chosen), there is a probability l(x) > ν to place a spike. This gives us, l(γ) = ν ⇐⇒ c = e γ 1 − ν ν Because in the model spikes can occur at a node of the reconstructed phylogeny and also inside 697 branches (at 'hidden' nodes), we would like g to have the same behavior. We assume that g is the 698 convolution of a Bernoulli distribution with parameter l(x) and a Poisson distribution with parameter ζ 699 defined in main text, Equation (1).
700
A.2 Movement proposal 701 We now describe the movement proposal, aimed at drawing a new state (S , λ , d , ν , κ , α , β ) from 702 a previous state (S, λ, d, ν, κ, α, β) at each step of the chain. 703 First, we chose not to change the full state at each step. We rather change only the following 704 subsets with probabilities 1/8: (λ, d), (ν, κ), (α, β), (λ, d, ν, κ), (λ, d, α, β), (ν, κ, α, β), (λ, d, ν, κ, α, β), 705 or S.
706
When they are changed, each of the 6 real parameters λ , d , ν , κ , α , β will be drawn in a Gaus-707 sian distribution centered respectively on λ, d, ν, κ, α, β, with a specific variance and conditioned on 708 staying in a specific interval.
709
• Parameters λ, d are conditioned on staying in (0, 5) and their Gaussian has variance 0.5.
710
• Parameters ν, κ are conditioned on staying in (0, 1) and their Gaussian has variance 0.1.
711
• Parameters α, β are conditioned on staying in (0, 0.1) and their Gaussian has variance 0.01. 712 Last, the following law governs the transition from the spike configuration S to another configura- Now E(M ) = µ and E(M 2 ) = µ 2 + 2 µ 2 /3, so we get
On the other hand,
So Criterion (6) is equivalent to having κN ≥ 1.96 σ S , which is equivalent to κN ≥ (1.96) 2 , that is κN ≥ 3.84. On the other hand, Criterion (7) reads κN ≥ 1.96 µLN + 2 3 µ 2 L 2 N 2 .
In effect, one must at least have κN ≥ 1.96 √ µLN to enforce statistical inference of spikes when the clock is strict ( = 0). This last inequality reads κ ≥ κ 0 , where The same reasoning as previously leads to the following criterion for σ required for variations of the molecular clock to not blurr the spike signal:
or equivalently κ 2 L 3 ≥ 0.26 µ 2 σ 2 .
